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ent growth of monocrystalline
cuprous oxide nanowires in pure water†

Jun Meng,ae Chengyi Hou, *bc Hongzhi Wang, b Qijin Chi, c Yi Gao ad

and Beien Zhu*ad

As a crucial mechanism of non-classical crystallization, the oriented attachment (OA) growth of

nanocrystals is of great interest in nanoscience and materials science. The OA process occurring in

aqueous solution with chemical reagents has been reported many times, but there are limited studies

reporting the OA growth in pure water. In this work, we report the temperature-dependent OA growth

of cuprous oxide (Cu2O) nanowires in pure water through a reagent-free electrophoretic method. Our

experiments demonstrate that Cu2O quantum dots randomly coalesced to form polycrystalline

nanowires at room temperature, while they form monocrystalline nanowires at higher temperatures by

the OA mechanism. DFT modeling and computations indicate that the water coverage on the Cu2O

nanoparticles could affect the particle attachment mechanisms. This study sheds light on the

understanding of the effects of water molecules on the OA mechanism and shows new approaches for

better controllable non-classical crystallization in pure water.
Introduction

In the last few decades, non-classical crystallization has caught
great attention since it can offer new chemical routes to the
controllable synthesis of nanomaterials.1–3 A crucial mechanism
of non-classical crystallization is that a crystal grows through
the oriented attachment (OA) of nanoscale “building blocks”
rather than individual atoms, ions or molecules growing to
nucleated seeds.4–11 The OA mechanism differs signicantly
from random coalescence (RC) in the orientation of the crystal
lattice at the grain boundary. In the RC process, there is no
particular preference for the attachment and the lattice planes
are randomly orientated between domains.12 In contrast, with
the OA mechanism the nanoparticles attach in a common
crystallographic orientation and there is a perfect alignment of
the planes.13 Highly ordered iso-oriented or monocrystalline
materials can be formed through OA, which makes this mech-
anism signicantly important in nanoscience and materials
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science. Various types of external factors that could affect the
OA mechanisms have been studied,3,14–20 including adding
additives,21 changing concentration22 and electric eld treat-
ment.23 Many studies have shown that ligands have a strong
inuence on the crystal growth process, like some organic
molecules24–26 and DNA.27,28 In these studies, the OA process is
mostly reported occurring in chemical solutions, but the OA
process in pure water has not been well studied.

Recent studies have proven that adsorbed water molecules
not only affect the surface properties of nanostructured mate-
rials,29–32 but also alter their behaviors such as mobility, shape,
and chemical activity in reactions.33–36 In particular, Loh et al.
have just discovered water-mediated metastable gold complexes
during a three-step nucleation process of gold nanocrystals
when a supersaturated aqueous solution was used.36 Thomele
et al. have recently reported that water vapor could induce the
self-organization of MgO nanocubes into one-dimensional
crystalline structures.37 These results suggest that the water
molecules may have a direct impact on nanomaterial crystalli-
zation. Thus, studying the OA growth in a pure water environ-
ment is of particular interest.

In this work, we rstly synthesized a highly active semi-
conductor nanocatalyst cuprous oxide (Cu2O) in pure water
through a reagent-free electrophoretic method, which can
minimize (or exclude) all possible side effects from chemical
reagents. In the experiments, Cu2O monocrystalline nanowires
(MNs) were formed at high temperatures through an OA process
(near the water boiling point 90–95 �C), while polycrystalline
nanowires (PNs) were generated at low temperatures (near the
ice point to room temperature). Theoretical analyses show that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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the water coverage on the (110) surface of Cu2O quantum dots
(QDs) decreases sharply by increasing the temperature. It is
proposed that the lowered water coverage on Cu2O(110)
surfaces exposes the (110) facet and makes it a preferable facet
for the OA growth of nanowires. This revealed effect provides
a novel way to utilize water adsorption for tunable non-classical
crystallization.

Experimental

With the aim of studying the OA process in a pure water envi-
ronment, the chemical environment should be as simple as
possible to avoid any undesirable effects from chemical
reagents (e.g., salt precursors, the electrolytic solution, surfac-
tants, buffers, etc.). A reagent-free electrolysis apparatus under
the laboratory atmospheric environment was thus used in our
experiments (Fig. 1). Briey, bulk metals were immersed in
Milli-Q water (18.2 MU cm, total organic carbon values < 5 ppb,
pH ¼ 6.9, and redox potential is 10 mV) with a direct-current
electric eld applied to the metal electrodes. The target metal
(copper in this case) was used as an anode, while Pt was used as
a cathode. The gap between the two metal electrodes varied
frommicrometers to centimeters, resulting in a DC eld with an
intensity of several volts per centimeter (typically 3–30 V cm�1,
but not limited to this range). The height of the liquid cell is
around 1 centimeter. This strategy is based on our previous
innovations.38,39 Metal oxide quantum dots (QDs) are generated
from the anode upon electrolytic oxidation. The generated QDs
undergo electrophoretic assembly during swimming between
the two electrodes. Cu2O QDs were found to be produced in
water around the anode under ambient conditions.38 Such
nanocrystals are endowed with built-in dipoles under the elec-
tric eld, and thus are able to assemble into wire-like nano-
structures via dipole–dipole interactions.40–42 By altering the
water solution temperature (between the ice point and boiling
point in order to maintain a liquid cell), the water coverage on
QDs can be nely tuned, offering the opportunity for
Fig. 1 Schematic of the apparatus used in the reagent-free electro-
phoretic synthesis of cuprous oxide nanostructures at different envi-
ronmental temperatures. A 30 min electrolysis period with an applied
electric field intensity of 26 V cm�1 was typically employed for the
synthesis and electrophoretic assembly of cuprous nanowires.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
investigating the inuence of water adsorption on the non-
classical crystallization of metal oxide nanostructures.

The nanostructure formation is captured with the assistance
of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images. The images
were taken using a FEI Tecnai T20 G2 (200 kV accelerating
voltage; information limit � 0.24 nm) and FEI Titan E-Cell 80-
300 ST TEM (300 kV accelerating voltage; information limit <
0.08 nm). It is worth mentioning that in this dynamic electro-
phoretic system, the nanomaterials simultaneously assemble
and swim between the two electrodes, and therefore the loca-
tion of certain sample groups varies along with the morphology
development.38,39 Although a real-time and in situ monitoring
tool is unavailable, we successfully captured the nanostructure
evolution through ex situ TEM imaging. In detail, the suspen-
sion containing QDs was collected from the area around the
anode aer 5 min synthesis. The suspension containing nano-
wires was collected from the area around the cathode aer
30 min.

In control experiments, other variables such as the reaction
time (related to morphology development), additional light
irradiation (may change the surface properties of semi-
conductors), and exposure to oxygen (may cause oxidation of
cuprous oxide) are regulated carefully. By ruling out the above
factors, we focus on one major factor that induces the mono-
crystalline growth of cuprous oxide nanowires in this work.
Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 2a–c, polycrystalline Cu2O nanowires that have
a length of around 60–100 nm and a width of approximately
5 nm were produced at 25 �C. A high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
image regarding the detailed structure of a polycrystalline
Fig. 2 Microscopic characterization of Cu2O nanostructures. (a)
HRTEM image of individual Cu2O QDs formed at 25 �C. (b) TEM image
of Cu2O polycrystalline nanowires assembled from QDs at 25 �C. (c)
HRTEM image of a single polycrystalline nanowire of Cu2O at 25 �C.
The inset shows an FFT pattern corresponding to (c). Twomajor planes
(110) and (111) are indicated. (d) TEM image of Cu2O QDs synthesized
at 90 �C. (e) TEM image of Cu2O monocrystalline nanowires grown at
90 �C. (f) HRTEM image of a monocrystalline nanowire of Cu2O at
90 �C. The inset shows the FFT pattern of (f). One major plane (110) of
cubic Cu2O is indicated.

Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2174–2179 | 2175
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nanowire (PN) is shown in Fig. 3a and S1.† The observations of
the QDs before the nanowire formation (Fig. 2a) and the lattice
fringes shown in Fig. 3a give evidence that the PNs are formed
by the attachment of Cu2O QDs. X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectra
of the nanomaterials (Fig. S2 and S3†) conrm the formation of
pure Cu2O. The polycrystalline nature of the assembled Cu2O
nanowires is conrmed by the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
pattern (the inset in Fig. 2c). Moreover, the HRTEM image
(Fig. 3a) demonstrates that the PNs have a lattice spacing of 0.25
and 0.22 nm, corresponding to the (111) and (200) planes of
cubic Cu2O, respectively. Apparently, the attachment of Cu2O
QDs in water proceeded by the RC mechanism at room
temperature.

At relatively high temperatures (e.g. 90 �C), interestingly,
the single crystallization of Cu2O nanowires was found to be
predominant. As shown in Fig. 2d, the nanoparticle building
blocks are no longer monodisperse but coalesced into
Fig. 3 Detailed structural information of nanowires assembled at
25 �C and 90 �C with the proposed formation mechanisms of crystal
growth. (a) Detailed information of a typical polycrystalline Cu2O
nanowire assembled at 25 �C. Individual crystals and their FFT patterns
are presented. (111) and (200) planes of Cu2O are indicated by yellow
and blue lines, respectively. (b) Detailed information of a typical
monocrystalline Cu2O nanowire synthesized at 90 �C. (110) planes of
Cu2O are indicated by red lines. A long-range order along the [110]
direction in the crystal orientation is visible. (c) Illustration of a random
attachment growth pattern of Cu2O QDs at room temperature. (d)
Illustration of an oriented attachment growth pattern of Cu2O QDs
along the [110] direction at the higher temperature. Scale bars are
5 nm.
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nanoparticles mostly composed of two single QDs. Several
examples of the initial transient of coalescence of two Cu2O
nanocrystals are shown in Fig. S4.† Aer electrophoretic
assembly, the Cu2O QDs converted to 1D Cu2O nanowires (see
XPS results in Fig. S2†). Most importantly, these nanowires
are well-crystallized monocrystalline nanowires (MNs) and
can suspend on a holey carbon support lm for recording
HRTEM images and corresponding FFT patterns (Fig. 2f, 3b,
and S5†). Preassembled particles, preassembled wires, and
well-assembled wires can be observed in a TEM specimen
(Fig. S6†). The coexistence of preassembled nanocrystals and
nanowires strongly indicates that the long-range ordered MNs
are formed via particle attachment, particularly following
the OA mechanism. Clearly, the Cu2O MNs have a unique
ultrathin wire-like morphology. As a comparison, the classi-
c crystallization tends to form cubic-like or sphere-like
micro-sized structures.43,44 The interfringe distance of the
monocrystalline nanowire is measured to be 0.30 nm, corre-
sponding to the (110) plane of cubic Cu2O (Fig. 3b). These
planes are slightly misaligned (misoriented by �3� as shown
in Fig. 3b), as the OA mechanism is the direct coalescence of
QDs, and they may keep their initial congurations. Such
incorporation of defects (twins, stacking faults, and misori-
entation) is the important feature of the OA mechanism.4,45–47

All these experimental observations clearly show that the
attachment pattern of Cu2O QDs switches from RC to OA by
simply tuning the solution temperature, i.e. from a cold water
solution to a hot water solution. It should be noticed that the
TEM ion-beam induced amorphization of the MN can be
seen in Fig. 2f and 3b. It is very common that TEM specimens
are covered by a (partly) amorphous surface layer due to
the exposure to carbon containing molecules during spec-
imen transfer or operating in an imperfect TEM environment.
This surface coating has nothing to do with the growth of
the MN.

Note that the orientation of Cu2O nanocrystals is not under
the control of the electric eld during the synthesis. Although it is
believed that the electric-eld-induced dipole–dipole interaction
could play an important role in one-dimensional attachment of
particles in the electrophoretic assembly,40–42 our results show
that the dipole–dipole interaction has very limited effect on
particle orientation and crystallization under the present experi-
mental conditions. In this work, the local electric elds are
a prerequisite for the construction of a one-dimensional structure
of nanowires but not responsible for the different nanowire
growth mechanisms at different temperatures.

To understand the OA growth of Cu2O MNs at the higher
temperature, we rstly check the TEM images and corre-
sponding SAED patterns of QDs synthesized aer �5 min at
25 �C, coalesced QDs synthesized aer �1 min at 90 �C and
further coalesced QDs synthesized aer �5 min at 90 �C. There
is no signicant crystallographic structure difference between
the QDs synthesized at low temperatures and high tempera-
tures (Fig. S7†). A previous study has reported that, in aqueous
solution, hydrated Au atoms have to be partially dehydrated to
form nanoclusters.36 The water molecules near the small clus-
ters could form a barrier obstructing the further coalescence
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 4 When P ¼ 98 Pa, the water coverages of Cu2O(100) : O, Cu2-
O(110) : CuO, and Cu2O(111) : O surfaces vary with the temperature.
The inset is a TEM picture of the observed attachment of two Cu2O
QDs along the [110] direction at 90 �C.

Fig. 5 Simulated images to follow the changes of the water coverage
on the Cu2O(110) : CuO surface at 25 �C, 45 �C, 70 �C and 90 �C.

Paper Nanoscale Advances
process. In this work, how the water molecules may affect the
particle attachment process is evaluated by theoretical calcula-
tions. We applied DFT calculations to investigate the interac-
tion between water molecules and different surfaces of the
Cu2O QDs. There are three types of low-index crystalline facet
surfaces on Cu2O nanocrystals, i.e., (111), (100) and (110),
among which the Cu2O(110) surface has the lowest surface
energy (0.026 eV Å�2)48 and the weakest bonding ability to water
molecules (Table 1). The dissociative adsorption of water also
has been carefully studied. For the Cu2O(100) : O surface, the
dissociative adsorption energy is �0.56 eV, which is less stable
than the associative adsorption energy �0.62 eV. For the Cu2-
O(110) : CuO and Cu2O(111) : O surfaces, the H atom attached
to the surface O atom tends to bond to the surface OH group
and leads to water molecular adsorption. The dissociative
adsorption is unfavorable on these surfaces. Based on the
previous prediction of the effect of water molecules, we quantify
the water coverages on Cu2O (111), (100) and (110) facets under
our experimental conditions by combining the Langmuir
adsorption isotherm and DFT calculations (see the Computa-
tional method).

Based on the calculated parameters, the coverages of water
on the Cu2O surface under the present experimental conditions
are plotted against temperatures, and the relationship is shown
in Fig. 4. The pressure is 98 Pa according to the height of water
under the experimental conditions calculated using P ¼ rgh (h
¼ 1 cm). In the calculations, the temperature changes from 0 to
100 �C. The modelling results provide a reasonable explanation
of the experimental results. At 25 �C, the water coverage values
on (100), (110), (111) surfaces are all approximately 1. Individual
Cu2O QDs coalesce randomly since all the facets are equally
protected by the adsorbed water molecules. Fig. 3c displays
a sketch describing this process. Cu2O QDs may adhere to each
other from any crystallographic orientation to form PNs. With
the increase of temperature, the water coverage decreases only
on the (110) surface. At 90 �C, the water coverage on the (110)
surface decreases sharply to 0.21. The change of water coverage
on the Cu2O(110) : CuO surface from 25 �C to 90 �C is simu-
lated, and typical images are shown in Fig. 5 according to the
results predicted by the theoretical modelling. Without the
protection of the adsorbed water molecules, the (110) facets are
largely exposed and could promote the directional attachment
of QDs, triggering an OA crystallization process as shown in
Fig. 3d. As an example, an HRTEM image in the inset of Fig. 4
shows the observed oriented attachment of two Cu2O QDs along
the [110] direction at 90 �C. This facet-selective particle junction
Table 1 Comparison of the adsorption energy of water molecules on
different Cu2O surfaces

Eads (eV)

(3 � 3) Cu2O(100) : O �0.62
(1 � 1) Cu2O(100) : O �0.57
(3 � 2) Cu2O(110) : CuO �0.36
(1 � 1) Cu2O(110) : CuO �0.35
(2 � 2) Cu2O(111) : O �0.81
(1 � 1) Cu2O(111) : O �0.83

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
results in the well-crystallized Cu2O MNs observed in the
experiment.

Computational method

The Langmuir adsorption isotherm49 describes the equilibrium
surface coverage of the target molecule at a given temperature
and under certain pressure by,

q ¼ PK

1þ PK
(1)

where q is the surface coverage, P is the pressure, and K is the
Langmuir isotherm constant that can be expressed by eqn (2)

K ¼ exp

�
� DG

kbT

�
¼ exp

�
� Eads � T

�
Sads � Sliquid

�
kbT

�
(2)

where kb is the Boltzmann constant, Eads is the adsorption
energy, and Sads(Sliquid) is the entropy of adsorbed (liquid-
phase) water molecules, respectively.

The adsorption energy Eads of H2O molecules on Cu2O
surfaces is obtained by DFT calculations using eqn (3)

Eads ¼ EH2O/slab � Eslab � EH2O
(3)

where EH2O/slab is the total energy of an adsorbed system, Eslab is
the energy of a relaxed Cu2O slab model and EH2O is the energy
of an isolated H2O molecule. Three low facial index surfaces
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2174–2179 | 2177
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Cu2O(100) : O, Cu2O(110) : CuO, and Cu2O(111) : O are
modeled to obtain the adsorption energies, which have rela-
tively lower surface energies according to Soon et al.48 A (3 � 3)
slab for the (100) surface, (3� 2) slab for the (110) surface and (2
� 2) slab for the (111) surface are modeled. Each of these slabs
contains 5 periodic layers. The 2 bottom periodic layers are xed
and the others are fully relaxed. A vacuum layer of 15 Å is
employed to prevent interactions between the repeated slabs.
All of the calculations are performed using the Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP)50 with the projector-augmented
wave (PAW) potentials51,52 and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) exchange-correlation functional based on the GGA
approximation.53 The cutoff energy is selected to be 450 eV and
the unit cell lattice parameter is 4.31 Å. All the calculations are
fully spin polarized. The convergence of the electronic self-
consistent energy is 10�5 eV, and the force convergence crite-
rion in a conjugate-gradient algorithm is 0.01 eV Å�1. The
optimized structures are given in Fig. S9.† The calculated
results are compared in Table 1.

Note that the Langmuir isotherm assumes that there is no
lateral interaction between the adsorbates. To verify the
appropriateness of using the Langmuir isotherm, in this case,
the (1 � 1) slab for each surface is also modeled to obtain the
adsorption energy of monolayer water. It is found that there is
little difference between the adsorption energy of monomer
water adsorption and monolayer water adsorption on the
surfaces, indicating negligible lateral interactions (Table 1).
Optimized structures are given in Fig. S10.† The Sads is
considered to be zero with the assumption that the adsorbed
molecule is isolated and sticks on the adsorption site steadily.
The Sliquid can be acquired according to the data from NIST-
JANAF Thermochemical Tables54 (Fig. S11†).
Conclusions

In conclusion, we report that the OA growth of monocrystalline
Cu2O nanowires occurs in pure water at elevate temperatures.
The experimental ndings show a striking crystalline change of
the as-synthesized nanowires from the polycrystalline phase to
the monocrystalline phase when the water temperature is
elevated from 25 to 90 �C in a reagent-free electrophoretic
synthesis. The detailed microscopic analysis and theoretical
modeling indicate that the reduced water coverage on the (110)
facet of Cu2O QDs at 90 �C facilitates the oriented attachment
along the [110] direction. It is suggested that the local water
environment could play a key role in determining the attach-
ment pattern of nanoparticles in aqueous solution. In general,
this study could offer some crucial clues in uncovering the
detailed effects of water on non-classical crystallization such as
OA and open a new perspective for ongoing investigations along
the related research lines.
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